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Emily escaped the “velvet rut” of Austin
only to land in the ditch of LA’s fringe comedy scene, where she’s utterly failing to parlay viral YouTube stardom into, well, anything. Cue an emergency text from the
ex-boyfriend: Her eponymous orange tabby
is in a bad way. After flying back to Texas
with only the clothes on her back, Emily
soon has more than just an urn full of cat
cremains to handle—she also has to deal
with the mess she’s made of her life. Writerdirector Noël Wells (Master of None) stars
in her endearingly weird and funny debut,
an autobiographical ode to 21st-century
twentysomething angst, which snagged audience and jury awards at SXSW. But you
don’t need to be an Austinite hipster to relate to getting over the new girlfriend who’s
“a Pinterest board come to life,” mourning a
beloved city being drained of its quirkiness
by gentrification, and stumbling toward
purpose in our social-media-steeped world.
—Lucy Laird

SPOTLIGHT: DEE REES Dee Rees (Pariah)
further establishes herself as a director of
the first order with this remarkable tale,
based on Hilary Jordan’s potent novel, of
two families whose lives fatefully intertwine
in the Jim Crow South. In the wake of World
War II, two veterans (Garrett Hedlund, Jason Mitchell) form a fast friendship, and the
loved ones they return home to (Carey Mulligan, Mary J. Blige) forge a tenuous connection despite the deeply entrenched racial tensions that still seethe in their small
Mississippi town. Employing themes and
multiple narrators that evoke the sophistication and insight of Faulkner, Rees brilliantly conveys a story that’s epic in its scale
but still intimate in its characterizations. With terrific support from Jason
Clarke, Jonathan Banks, and Rob Morgan,
and painterly images by cinematographer
Rachel Morrison perfectly capturing the period, Mudbound is steeped in history, tragedy, and the promise of reconciliation that
still resonates today.
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In Georgian with English subtitles Manana (Ia Shugliashvili) is a beautiful, middleaged teacher who decides not to buy dill for
her mother. This small act of defiance at an
outdoor market in Tbilisi is a turning point in
Manana’s life—a rare bid for happiness and
the opportunity to hear her own thoughts
above the din of her clamorous, tightknit
family. Directors Nana Ekvtimishvili and Simon Gross paint an exquisite, tableau of Manana’s raucous intergenerational kin: husband Soso, who has a few secrets;
philosophical father Otar; loud mother Lamara; son Lasha, who drinks out of containers in the fridge; and daughter Nino, who is
desperately trying to get pregnant. Beautifully shot, this often-comic drama opens
with Manana renting an apartment where
she can live alone. The motivations for this
radical undertaking on the part of a Georgian mother are partially obscured, but who
among us has not dreamed of walking out,
leaving our lives and our many roles behind
for a chance at happiness?
—Nancy Fishman
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Director Rivkah Beth Medow

A mother attempts to illustrate the steep learning curve of new motherhood to her daughter,
who seeks to find her own pathway.
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